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Pride. Blue blood. Strength and unity. How we can
come back stronger

Prefect’s Assembly address by the Head of School, Nicholas Lane
I can’t stand here in front of all of you and ignore the fact
that we’ve been through, and are definitely still going
through, one of the toughest patches in our school’s history.
We’ve been stripped down and been placed very heavily
on the back foot. Recent events have threatened to tear us
apart and the threat is still present. We have to acknowledge
that this is not the St Andrews College of 30 years ago or
the St Andrews college of 5 years ago. This is the St Andrews
College of 2022 and we’ve got the incredible privilege and
responsibility to shape the school and its future into what
we want it to be.
We’ve got the opportunity to reflect, analyse and react to
what’s happened in our school. (The Good & The Bad) This
is our opportunity as the College Class of 2022 to make a
difference and leave a legacy that will be followed by future
generations, by our children and their children and those
generations to follow. I want to use a quote that I used in the
New Boy Induction by Martin Luther King:

‘The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in
moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands
at times of challenge and controversy.’
We are in times of challenge and times that are full of controversy.
We have to find a way as a school to bounce back and prove
that we are filled with pride, passion and respect. A place where
each and every boy is able to feel a sense of belonging. A place
that unites all boys and staff to make them feel like they are
part of something much bigger than themselves.
Now as we come to the end of this half of term, I want to
request that each one of us be mindful of the small things we
do each day, be mindful of the way we speak and the way we
act. Be weary of that slight arrogance that sometimes floats
through our school. Instead let’s be confident, yet respectful.
Let’s take the meaning of pride to a new level and prove to
ourselves and to the rest of the Andrean community that we
are a force to be reckoned with.

We’ve got 2 weeks left of this half of term and then when
we get back, things will start to get very busy as the winter
season gets under way. We will be able to have a season that
so many of us have missed so dearly and one that many of
you sitting in front of me have never experienced before. It
gives me goosebumps just talking about it.
But with this great excitement comes a huge amount of
nervousness. Our school will once again be in the spotlight,
and it is up to us as the lifeforce driving this school, to make
sure that only positive things will come about from us being
in that spotlight. But that will not be able to happen if we
don’t get the buy-in from every single boy and staff member
in this room. It starts in the classrooms and in our houses.
The respect we show to our fellow peers, classmates, and
teachers is extremely important.
Let’s look out for one another, but also call one another
out when necessary. Let’s take ownership of what really
matters first and the fun things will take care of themselves.
Remember that we are here for one purpose - getting an
excellent education. We have to make that our number one
priority. If we can get that right, we will be able to achieve
things greater than we have ever achieved before.
Nicholas Lane
Head of School

Parent-Teacher
Meetings
The parent-teacher
meetings will take place
online on Thursday 24
February 2022 from
08h00-11h00.
Appointments
can be made at:
https://sacdsgprep.
meettheteacher.com/
Bookings will open on
Monday 14 February
at 08h00 and close on
Tuesday 22 February at
16h00.
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Congratulations to Mr Craig Hatches who has been appointed as the
new Deputy Housemaster of Espin House
NEC ASPERA TERRENT
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Black History Month
I humbly stand before you and our staff as the co-Head
of Transformation and Diversity along with my fellow
peer, Siyamkela Ndebele, and our staff leader for the T&D
committee in Ms Potgieter.
I am pretty sure that everyone knows what month we’re in,
but some don’t really know why we celebrate this month or
why it’s of particular significance. I could go on all day about
its historical significance, but I want to let you know why it’s
important for us, as a school, this year.
Black History Month this year marks a time where we can
acknowledge the historic strife that the black race has suffered
but this year it is more about celebrating black excellence.
It is not only about understanding and recognising our
differences, but also celebrating these differences and
seeing how they make each of us unique as human beings.
It’s all about celebrating how black people, regardless of
their previous suffering, have risen to the occasion and have
done remarkable things. With the ongoing chats we have
had in the Houses about social issues relating to race, we
have made lots of ground in building a more socially aware
and progressive College that can adapt to the current social
climate.
The Committee has also committed itself to provide Black
History Month Stickers for 21 February. The profits for these
stickers will be donated to the local Makhanda rugby club
called Lilly White. This rugby club has been in existence for
over 125 years, and it has been a pillar of strength for black
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staff
members
at College. In
the dire time of
apartheid,
this
club gave hope
to the local black
community
of
Makhanda in the
form of sports.
These
stickers
will be worn with
black
clothing,
together
with
DSG, and this will
symbolise
the
true allyship we have with the girls across the road when it
comes to sensitive issues like these.
On Sunday the 20th of March we will be hosting a Black
History Month celebratory event in Centenary Hall where
there will be musical performances, guest speeches and
poetry all laced together with a theme of black pride and
African origin. This event is one of many that we are planning
to celebrate a minority within our school and in a global
context. Let’s not let the past determine the present because
that can tamper with our future
Lamlani Yawa
Co-Head of T&D Committee
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Celebrating Valentine’s Day in the Cawes Library
“Where there is love there is life.” Mahatma Gandhi
This year Valentine’s Day fell in the middle of the Cawse
Library celebration of ‘Black History Month’. Sometimes
the cruelty, oppression and injustice of our world gets
very heavy to bear, and in the words of Martin Luther King:
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness: only light can do that.
Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do that.”
Thus, we decided to focus on celebrating ‘Love’ on 14
February. The librarians and library monitors scoured the
shelves to find books celebrating love in one form or another.
These ranged from the classic relationship between Elizabeth
Bennet and Fitzwilliam Darcy in “Pride and Prejudice”, and
the turbulent love, hate relationship between Scarlett O’Hara
and Rhett Butler in “Gone with the Wind. Then throw in the
steamy relationship between Isabella Swan with the vampire
Edward Cullen, and Jacob Black a werewolf in Twilight and
you have a heady mix of love on the shelves!.
The Nombulelo Lit Book Club which also met on Valentine’s
day were treated to specially decorated cupcakes, pink and
white marshmallows and red balloons, and introduced to
the love stories on display.
Mrs Mel Webb

Members of the Lit Book Club with Mrs Webb
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Valentines Concert
On Tuesday evening the Music School held its annual
Valentines Concert in the Lilla Strong Hall. This has always
been a special celebratory evening, and this year’s concert
was no different.
The DSG Chapel Choir opened the evening with P!nk’s 2017
song What About Us?, followed by Alexandra Murray playing
Corhino (a traditional Brazilian folk tune). The Chamber
Choir performed a rousing rendition of Somebody To Love
by Freddie Mercury, the Contemporary Band performed
Meet Me At Our Spot by Willow Smith, and the Jazz Ensmble
wowed the audience with Harold’s Bossa by Hotep Galeta,
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featuring solos by Aidan Reynolds, Sive Sogoni and Tristan
Ssekimpi.
Other solo items in the concert were performed by Janice
Ruwodo, Erin Powers and Aidan Reynolds.
Thank you to all the Music staff involved in preparing our
talented pupils for this concert and congratulations to all the
performers for an outstanding concert!
Ms Belinda de Villiers
Director of Music
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Pastoral Care
Over the last two weeks, the Pastoral Care programme has
posed some thought-provoking questions and ethical
dilemmas to the boys during their Tutor periods and in their
Houses. One of the most enthusiastic debates was prompted
when the boys were posed with the classic thought
experiment called “The Trolley Problem”.

belonging are essential to adolescent identity and any risk
of ejection, difference, or making the wrong decision (even
without their own knowledge) is painful; belonging to the
Group and not ‘snitching’ has a lower overall lower social,
emotional, or psychological cost in contrast to the higher
ethical principle of ‘doing the right thing’.

Initially proposed by the philosopher Philippa Foot in 1967,
the ‘problem’ sets a scenario where a runaway train (‘trolley’)
is on course to run into five people. You are standing at a
switch that will divert the train onto another track away from
the five people. However, one person is standing on that track
and will be killed. Needless to say, the vast majority of people
will always choose to save five lives at the cost of one person.
Pretty straightforward, for now. But the problem then poses
a second scenario where the runaway train is once again
hurtling towards five people, but you are on a bridge with
one person. If you push that person onto the tracks, it will
stop the train and save the other five people. Not surprisingly
then, the majority of people this time chose not to push one
person onto the tracks by virtue of their direct contact and
that their own tangible actions will lead to the death of one
person.

Just consider the fuss made when you as a parent have done
something “uncool” or apparently embarrassing in a public
space. Equally, there are common teen hairstyle and clothing
anxieties where badly coiffed hair, misspoken words, or the
wrong shoes can become a perceived omen of ridicule and
rejection. The social currency cost is high for adolescents
where they lack the knowledge or skills to enact different
(and unpopular) choices or behaviours. This is particularly
important where their own character or ethical stance could
be wrongly called out by a person invested in not being
caught or unwilling to face the consequences of their actions.
Choosing to say ‘No’ or disagreeing with something is a
brave decision that needs the support of peers, family, and
community. Rather than derision and exclusion by a minority
with a vested interest in avoiding consequences, speaking
truthfully and openly should be seen as an act of care and
concern about the individual. To this end, it is vital for the
boys to develop an ever-expanding array of skills and means
of acting with ethical conviction and compassion rather than
avoidance and fear. This might be an interesting dinner-time
conversation over the Half Term break.

While this might be a heady topic and quite an unrealistic
situation, it raises the opportunity to discuss more real-life
scenarios where boys must simultaneously navigate the
interpersonal and ethical. In social settings where ‘currency’
is often held in the form belonging to the Group, it is a
dilemma for adolescents having to make unpopular or costly
decisions if they are to act ethically and in the best interests
of the Group. We could imagine this kind of situation through
a question such as:
I know that someone has done something wrong and an
adult needs to know. There is a risk of me being excluded/
confronted by that person if I speak up and they get into
trouble. What should I do?
Such situations may seem straight forward for adults
or parents who are perhaps used to making difficult
‘opportunity-cost’ decisions. However, such a situation is an
often-fraught position for young people caught between
doing the right thing and remaining in the good graces of
their peers. It is important to be mindful that inclusion and

While belonging and routine are essential to healthy growth,
this can be derailed by very tired young minds and exhausted
bodies that are reluctant to rise in the morning or all too often
fall asleep in class. Over the next few weeks, the Student
Affairs Prefects and Pastoral Care staff will be surveying sleep
and sharing helpful tips and practical ideas to help improve
sleep quality and quantity. Parents and families can help us
when planning for the upcoming break; please advocate for
a few early nights or allow the ‘lazy’ teenager a bit of an extra
lie-in on a couple of mornings.
Have a relaxing and safe holiday.
Greg Wilmot
Head: Pastoral Care

Sanatorium direct email: sacsan@sacschool.com
Sr Heidi Scheepers – sacsan@sacschool.com
Sr Nomvuyo Mbangi – sacsan@sacschool.com
Academic Support Specialist: Ms Sue Davis – s.davis@sacschool.com
Chaplain: Rev. Richard Wyngaard – r.wyngaard@sacschool.com
Counselling Psychologist: Mr Greg Wilmot – g.wilmot@sacschool.com
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Stand for 30
The St Andrew’s College Interactors, joined by lecturers and
students from the Pharmacy faculty at Rhodes University,
had the privilege of visiting Nombulelo Secondary School
recently.
All 150 Nombulelo matric girls met in the hall for a discussion
by the lecturers on basic health, the menstrual cycle, myths,
suggestions for dealing with discomfort, etc. Afterwards,
each matric student was supplied with a year’s worth of
sanitary products. On behalf of the Interact Club, we want to
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thank each and every individual who supported the Stand
for 30 initiative and fundraiser last year. The total amount
raised was more than expected and we are able to distribute
sanitary products to two more schools in the community.
We want to invite any pupils to join our weekly/monthly
activities - which will be mentioned in houses and on the
Interact information board (boards between Kettlewell and
Spencer Chapman).

Mrs Erna Goodier
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Project Rise
The start of the new school year presented a new Grade 7
group from Oatlands Primary. Project Rise kicked off with
an introductory session (meet and greet) on 2 February.
This gave us the opportunity to meet the group, discuss the
vision of Project Rise and show them around the St Andrew’s
Campus.
On Wednesday 16 February, the pupils participated in the
first Project Rise session - a Chemistry lesson. The session
was started by discussing the importance of lab safety and
always being cautious when performing experiments.
The Desmond Tutu laboratory was filled with excitement, as
some demonstrations were done first. Then, the actual fun
started... the students worked in pairs to follow a couple of
steps in adding certain “unknown substances” together.
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The purpose of Project Rise is to reach out to the community,
expose the kids to facts, equipment, information that they
might not have access to daily and in the process, teach them
a skill that could potentially be used in future. The fact that
four substances mixed together in a bag with ice and salt
can give you ice cream (without a freezer), is reason enough
to embrace Chemistry and teach children that Science is all
around us.
Watch this space for more Project Rise activities.
Ms Erna Goodier
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Grade 8 D&T - Mug cakes
Josh Stapylton-Smith

Avumile Bangazi

Nicholas Smailes
Ethan Hayes

Peer Lidsba

Mpumeleo Ndoni
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Stuart White

Andrew Turvey
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Grade 9 Design
The Grade 9 Design boys tested their hangliders on Friday afternoon by ‘flying’ down the banks of Knowling field.

Gcobani, Ozzie, Roman and Mika’s hanglider

Myles, David, Jakes, Cole and Jaydan’s hanglider

Visit to Mngqesha Palace
Representatives of St Andrew’s College were invited to participate in a meeting of His Majesty the King Sandile of
amaRharhabe and the British High Commissioner, Anthony Phillipson, at Mngqesha Palace near Bisho. The meeting was
to discuss issues of the historical relationship between the United Kingdom and the amaXhosa specifically on wars of
resistance of amaRharhabe. Maretha Potgieter, Head of Transformation and Diversity, and Ben Whitfield, Head of History,
attended the meeting on behalf of College to take part in discussions about sustainable economic development, public
health, climate change as well as historical redress in the context of the Eastern Cape.
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Grade 10 Life Sciences

Grade 10 Life Sciences pupils recently consolidated their knowledge of cell structure by making colourful plasticine
models of plant and animal cells
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Grade 10 D&T

The Grade 10s enjoyed a beautiful day on Middle Beach
at Kenton-on-Sea recently for their biophilic* architecture
project.
This year, we have made some changes to the brief to
challenge the pupils more and to avoid the use of default
and obvious natural shapes. As per usual, the pupils started
their design process by doing their own primary research,
this meant taking photographs of plants around the D&T
centre to use as their source of inspiration. Although this
year there was a little catch as they were only allowed to
photograph three plants. Along with this restriction, they
had to take five pictures per plant, changing the angle of
view on each shot to get as many interesting features and
angles as they could. From here, their imagination had to
take over as their thinking becomes more abstract, by
extracting valuable lines and shapes from each photograph
which could then be used to create their architecture.
Extractions were then merged or joined to make interesting
shapes, forms and lines. From their merged drawings,
learners chose two ideas to develop on the beach. The
purpose of the development is to look for opportunities to
enhance, emphasize, improve, scale, or change a single idea
three times. It is a process of elimination and exploration
of what could be, and it is at this part of the process where
the abstract thoughts must be channelled back to the reallife application as they consider the possible function of
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their building. The sand development is beneficial for the
following reasons; helping pupils to make the transition from
2D shapes and lines on paper to 3D forms and structures.
They also get a sense of scale and proportion.
Pupils who generally struggle to think three-dimensionally
really benefit from seeing their ideas come to life and those
who find it intimidating to create in three dimensions feel
more comfortable by the time they get to the workshop for
making this in other materials, it feels a little more familiar.
Sand is easy to alter and move around, making it a great
medium to explore various forms and possibilities of a
single design. Compared to previous years, collectively we
have been very impressed by the designs surfaced by this
group. The process leading up to this day have been well
received and engaged with, if the small steps are thoroughly
completed, it makes for a more successful final product.
*Biophilic design is a concept used within the building
industry to increase occupant connectivity to the natural
environment using direct nature, indirect nature, and space
and place conditions. Used at both the building and cityscale, it is argued that this idea has health, environmental,
and economic benefits for building occupants and urban
environments, with few drawbacks. (Wikipedia)
Mrs Mareli Human
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Raoul Eia

Thandolwethu Nxumalo

Drew Stockill

Nicholaas Swart

Stuart Todd

Zukhanye Xako

Cristiano Ribeiro
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SPORT

St Andrew’s Bloem Squash Festival
The St Andrew’s College squash team travelled to
Bloemfontein last weekend to participate in the annual St
Andrew’s School Squash Festival.
Our first match on Friday afternoon against a strong St
Andrew’s B team saw us losing 0-6. We then played the St
John’s B side on Friday night and won the match 4-2. This
was a tight fixture and the final game count was 14-9. On
Saturday morning we played the Grey College invitational
team and we won that match 6-0. Ishan Panchal and Ross
Gordon both had exciting 5 set matches!
Saturday afternoon saw us playing against the Parktown
Boys’ team and we won that fixture 6-0. Our final match on
Sunday morning was against a strong Paul Roos team. We
lost this fixture 1-5, with Ian Meihuizen being the only one to
win his match.
Marlow fixture: Monday 14 February
Marlow came through to Makhanda on Monday to play
Tennis and Squash fixtures. St Andrew’s won the squash
fixture convincingly 9-1 although many of the matches were
closely contested.
Mr Des Alcock

Golf Festival
The St Andrew’s College golf team travelled to East London
on Friday 11 February, to take part in the Selborne College
150th Year Golf Festival. The College A division, consisting
of Patrick O’Connell, Murray Stretton, Matthew Gouws, and
Ethan Bradfield, arrived at the picturesque Olivewood Golf
Estate on Saturday, ready to battle it out against a tough
Merrifield College group.

London Golf Course and were paired up with the Stirling
High School golfers, who eventually went on to win the
festival.

On Sunday, the boys were once again tested by the East

Mr Jared Kruger
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The College team showed great sportsmanship over the
weekend and must be commended on persevering through
two hot days of golf. They finished 7th in the A division.
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Upper House Golf Day
20 March 2022
Dear Upper Family
Following the success of the Golf Day in 2019, we are delighted to host another Upper House Golf
Day on 20 March 2022 in order to raise funds for the renovation of the current laundry room into a
new common room for the Grade 11 and 12 Upper boys. This enhancement will add much-needed
space for the older boys to relax outside of their studies, and will also allow more space for the other
grades in the current common room.
We are hoping to raise R200 000, and invite Upper House Old Andreans, boys and their parents,
staff and friends of College to join us for what promises to be a fun day at the Belmont Golf Course.
24 four-balls will be available for a 09:30 shotgun start at a cost of R1600.00 per four-ball or R400.00
per person (including green fees, half-way and lunch). Bookings can be made by contacting Scott
Jackson at s.jackson@sacschool.com.
Sponsorship opportunities are available as follows:
Main Sponsor: R20 000 (All spaces around the Club House will be available for branding)
Hole Sponsors: R1 500 (The tee and green for your hole will be available for branding)
R1 000 (The tee or green for your hole will be available for branding)
Other ways of supporting this initiative include offering items for prizes and/or the auction which will
be held at the end of the day. Alternatively, you may wish to donate directly towards the new common room fund.
If you or your company would like to take advantage of any of these opportunities, please contact
Gerry Posthumus at g.posthumus@sacschool.com
Many thanks in advance for your support, and we hope to be able to complete the renovation before
the end of the year.
Kind regards
Gerry Posthumus
Upper Housemaster
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A good weekend of Basketball

The St Andrew’s College basketball teams played in various
tournaments this past weekend.
The U16A competed in the prestigious St Stithians College
Tournament. The results on the court did not go our way, but
the boys cherished the opportunity to play against schools
from different regions. They played 6 games, won 1 and lost 5.
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd teams participated in the Gqeberha
Comets tournament held in Motherwell on Saturday.
The 3rd team gained valuable exposure playing against some
schools’ 1st teams, they played 3 matches and lost all three.
The 2nd team played some impressive basketball as they went
on to win both their pool matches against Grey High School
1st and Kingwood College 1st teams. They eventually lost
narrowly in the Semi-Finals to men’s club side Eagles.
The 1st team outplayed all their oppositions in their pool
and proceeded to beat Kingswood College in the Semi-Finals
before losing out in the Finals to men’s club outfit Eagles 35 –
37.
Mr Patrick Gumunyu
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Makana Schools’ Basketball League
In the local Makana League matches
played on Friday,
the U14B beat DSG Juniors 33 – 0
U15C beat DSG U15 24 – 4
U14A beat PREP U13A 36 – 12
Well done to all the basketballers!
Mr Patrick Gumunyu
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Sports Concussion Programme 2022

25 January 2022
Dear Parents,

THE SPORTS CONCUSSION PROGRAMME 2022

The Schools Sports Concussion Programme run by Sports Concussion South Africa has been supporting St
Andrew’s College’s head injury management using the principles of objective decision making and safe returnto-sport since 2010. We follow the latest international guidelines and form part of SA Rugby’s BokSmart injury
prevention initiative. All sports are covered but contact and collision sports form the greatest area of focus.
We continue to utilise up-to-date international concussion protocols in our programme and have now
established an excellent rapport with school coaches and medical staff.
COVID-19
The coronavirus pandemic has created an unstable and unpredictable sporting environment. We do know
that those who are active have stronger immunity to viral infections and a better chance of avoiding serious
illness and so we continue to hope that school sport returns to its normal rhythm.
Our continued focus on research
Sports Concussion South Africa and Wits Sport and Health (WiSH) is involved in research studies aimed at
promoting better concussion care in youth sport. In collaboration with the University of Birmingham (UK),
Wits University is leading an international research project evaluating a salivary diagnostic biomarker for
concussion. St Andrew’s College has kindly agreed to assist with the study. As part of the Ethics Committee
process, parents and boys will be asked to provide informed consent and assent respectively before
participating. In no way will this affect enrolment in the sports concussion programme, or the care received.
The Sports Concussion Programme fee for 2022 is, namely R440 and includes:
•

Concussion Recognition Tools (CRT) and Concussion Advice Cards for the school

•

A school link to www.sportsconcussion.co.za

•

Remote sports physician support
www.sportsconcussion.co.za
“Return to play, the safer way!”
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Cricket vs Graeme College
The St Andrew’s College Cricket Club faced Queen’s College
this weekend. The St Andrew’s 1st side was asked to bowl
first on Saturday versus Queen’s College in Queenstown.
Matthew Beamish led from the front with his superb figures
of 5/12. Oliver Snart fielded beautifully and picked up 2
wickets, as Queen’s made 78 all out. Zach Micklewright
made 32 runs as St Andrew’s secured a comfortable 8 wicket
win.
The most valuable player (MVP) in the Club on Saturday was
left-arm spinner Mark Ter Morshuizen. His match figures of
8/22 secured a comfortable first innings win for the 2nd XI
on Lower Field.

U14A XI vs Queen’s College
Queen’s 46 all out
St Andrew’s 196 all out
Queen’s 55 all out (Andrew Turvey 3/22)
St Andrew’s won by an innings and 95 runs
U14B XI vs Queen’s College
St Andrew’s College 387/3 (Zuko Mdodana 145, Sid Fishlock
63, Grant Antrobus 58 not out, Adrian Gaunt 50 not out)
Queen’s 29 all out (Adrian Gaunt 5/5)
St Andrew’s won by 358 runs
Mr Carl Bradfield

1st XI vs Queen’s College
Queen’s 78 all out (Matthew Beamish 5/12, Oliver Snart 2/11)
St Andrew’s 79/2 (Zach Micklewright 32)
St Andrew’s won by 8 wickets
2nd XI vs Queen’s College
Queen’s 93 all out (Bert White 4/12, Mark Ter Morshuizen
4/10)
St Andrew’s College 207/7 declared (Bert White 65 not out)
Queens College 44/4 (Mark Ter Morshuizen 4/12)
St Andrew’s College won on first innings by 114
3rd XI vs Motherwell RPC
St Andrew’s 219 all out (James Grundlingh 67, Gregory Miller
47
Motherwell RPC 123 all out (Ucwambu Mgudlwa 3/25)
St Andrew’s won by 96 runs
4th XI vs Queen’s College 3rd XI
St Andrew’s 229 all out (Joshua Pretorius 73, Ewan Van
Niekerk 34)
Queens 111 all out Jack Dixie 4/4
St Andrew’s won by 118 runs

U14B 4th wicket 100 run partnership between Adrian
Gaunt and Grant Antrobus

5th XI vs Pearson High School 3rd XI
St Andrew’s 122 all out
Pearson 123/7 (Nicholas Field 5/26)
St Andrew’s lost by 3 wickets
U15A XI vs Queen’s College
St Andrew’s 189/9 declared (Oliver Johns 43, Benjamin
Scharges 40, Alastair de Kock 31*)
Queen’s 80 all out (Samuel Scheckter 4/12, Alastair Carle
4/25)
St Andrew’s won by 109 runs
U15B XI vs Queen’s College
St Andrew’s 145 all out (Josh Jones 39)
Queen’s 31 all out (Gcobani Ndadana 7/2, Jay-D Whyte 3/12)
St Andrew’s won by 114 runs
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U14B Zuko Mdodana 110 not out
18 FEBRUARY 2022

U14B

U14B Adrian Gaunt
5 wickets
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U15B Gcobani Ndadana
7 wickets in 5 overs
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Knowling Shield Tennis

For the first time in two years, the annual Knowling Shield
tennis tournament took place in its normal shape and
format. The top two players played singles matches and the
rest of the team paired up for doubles.
The U15A tennis team hosted Graeme College on the
Bedford Courts in the first round of matches. In the scorching
temperatures, the team managed to win 4 of the 5 matches
with a total of 57 games to Graeme College’s 40.
The first team travelled to Graeme College, where their
matches followed the same format and saw Nicholas
Lane and Cameron Bennett both winning their singles
matches with scores of 6-2, 6-1 and 6-4, 7-6 respectively.
Unfortunately, the College team lost two of their doubles
matches. An afternoon filled with great tennis for both
schools with St Andrew’s winning 3 matches to 2 with a total
of St Andrews’ 61 games to Graeme College’s 55.

encounters between the two schools. Well done!
The U15A team had a bit of a rollercoaster ride on the day,
as two of the usual players were ill and were unable to play
the fixture. Luckily, with a lot of depth in the tennis club,
two U15B players added tremendous value to the team.
Amidst all the injuries, illness, scorching temperatures
and unbearable windy conditions, the St Andrew’s team
managed to win 3 of the 5 matches. Congratulations to all
players.
Ms Erna Goodier

The second round of Knowling Shield matches took place on
Friday 11 February. The Opens were hosted by Kingswood
College and the U15A team played at home on the Bedford
Courts. Nicholas Lane and Cameron Bennett (top 2 senior
players) played single matches, while the rest of the St
Andrew’s team played doubles matches. Nicholas played a
closely contested game and, unfortunately, lost 6-4 4-6 1412. Cameron beat his opponent in a convincing 6-1 6-0.
The doubles partners were Christopher Petersen and
Karabo van Heerden, Noah da Motta and Gregory Miller,
David Ball and Scott Miles. College won two of the three
doubles matches and secured the overall win 3 matches to
Kingswood’s 2. St Andrew’s have not managed to achieve
such good results against Kingswood in the past four
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Tennis vs Marlow
Monday saw the St Andrew’s College Top 8 players face
an incredibly strong and physically intimidating Marlow
team. College faced Marlow a couple of weeks ago (at
the Merrifield tournament), so were able to prepare for
the fierce competition they would bring. On the day, the
St Andrew’s players put up their best efforts yet, with the
most incredible ground shots, smashes and close net play
we have seen in the last couple of weeks. It was also great
to see one of our very promising junior players, Jacques du
Toit, in action. Nicholas Lane, David Ball and Jacques won
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their singles matches 8-0, 8-5 and 8-6 respectively. Nicholas
Lane and Cameron Bennet, as well as Gregory Miller and
David Ball won their doubles matches convincingly. Karabo
van Heerden, Noah da Motta and Scott Miles all put up great
fights in their individual singles matches. In the end, Marlow
beat St Andrew’s by 7 matches to 5 and a closer than ever 71
games to 62.
Ms Erna Goodier
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MAX Mouthguards

The Winter Sports season officially starts soon!
College have been using Max Mouthguards for the last number of years to provide a service to the
boys in terms of having personalised mouth guards made (and this year with a College logo on it). It is
St Andrew’s College policy that all boys playing Hockey or Rugby should wear a mouth guard during
practices and matches. Whilst it is not necessary for your son to have a Max mouth guard, they are
recommended as a quality product that fits well and does not come loose during play.
The 2022 school discount price is R695.00 per mouthguard. This includes MAX
PROTECT service, plus the option of purchasing an additional, spare mouthguard
at the reduced price of R300.00.
Other mouth guard makes, may be purchased from pharmacies or fitted by your dentist by
appointment through the Sanatorium.
Please check with your son as to whether they require a mouth guard for the coming Winter season
and let me know via p.gumunyu@sacschool.com to place your son’s order.
The cost of the Max mouth guard may be put to your school fee account if your child has one fitted.
The MAX Mouthguard people will be at the SAN on Saturday 19th Feb from 10h00 – Sunday 20th Feb
10h00. This is the only opportunity that we as a school will be offering this year.
Patrick Gumunyu
Director of Sports
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Buffalo and Selborne Regatta

The St Andrew’s College Open and U16 rowing squads
enjoyed a very successful three days of competition against
the top schools from around the country, at the Buffalo and
Selborne Regattas from 10 to 12 February.
This year marked the 134th running of South Africa’s oldest
national sporting event. The only years it has not taken
place were through the two World Wars and 2021 due to the
COVID pandemic.
The majority of the College crews made it through fierce
competition in their heats on Thursday to secure spots in the
Saturday finals races - a great achievement in itself. On the
Friday, all the competitors raced over the shortened sprint
distance of 500 metres in the Selborne Sprints Regatta with
heats in the morning and finals during the afternoon.

U16 Coxed Fours 4th and 5th
U16 Coxless Four 1st
U16 Eight: 4th
Open Coxed Four: 3rd
Open Coxless Four 3rd
Open 1st Eight 4th
OA Jake Green (Merriman 2012) was also competing for the
South African National Team at the regatta. He became only
the 15th rower in the history of the event to win both the
prestigious Silver Sculls and the Grand Challenge Cup for
coxless fours in the same year.
Mr Ed Goodier

Results as follows:
Selborne Sprints Finals Results:
U16 Pair (Joseph Kroon and Connor Moorcroft): 1st
U16 Coxed Four (Julian Mapoore, Stuart Todd, Cristiano
Ribeiro, James Stapylton-Smith): 3rd
U16 Coxless Four (Joseph Kroon, Connor Moorcroft, Max
Estcourt, Aiden Wood): 1st
U16 Eight: 2nd
Open Coxed Four (Scott Ritchie, BenjaminTerry, Jack
Schmidt, Dylan Heurlin) : 5th
Open Coxless Four (Daniel Cotton, Scott Moorcroft, Matthew
Powell, Justin Charles) - 1st
Open 1st Eight - 3rd place
Buffalo Regatta Finals Results
U16 Scull (Max Estcourt): 5th
U16 Pair: 1st
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Water Polo
We had a busy weekend
of water polo with the 1st
team travelling to Vides in
East London, the 2nd team
attending the Oakhill Chukka
festival and the 14A Team
attending the Pitcairn Cup in
Cape Town.
VIDES:
The Blues played some
excellent water polo over
the three days and narrowly
lost in the quarter-finals
to Clifton. The defensive
effort of the team must be
commended, as they only
conceded 23 goals in 8
games, which is under 3 goals
per game. We, unfortunately,
did not manage to convert
all our opportunities in the
tightly contested quarterfinal. We beat Michael house
6-5 to finish in a well-placed
5th position out of 20 schools.
Mr Grant Mackenzie
Results:
V Grey 2nds: w 14 – 2
V Pearson: w 13- 3
V Glenwood High School: w 11 -2
V Paul Roos: L 3 – 2
V Reddam Helderfontein: L 12 – 0
V Clifton: L 3- 5
V Grey High: w 6- 4
V Michael House: w 6 - 5
Oakhill Chukka Festival:
Over the weekend of 10 – 13 February,
the St Andrew’s College 2nd water
polo team participated in the annual
Oakhill Chukka Festival in Knysna.
There was an amazing atmosphere for
the whole weekend and the boys really
enjoyed being supported by and being
able to support DSG. Except for an
early morning game, where we could
not pull back an early deficit to a welldrilled Merrifield team, the boys played
great polo. Andrew Baisley, Connor
Cook and Robert Faber were the top
goal scorers on the weekend.
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St Andrew’s results:
Beat Camps Bay 10 – 3
Beat Westerford 5 – 1
Beat Somerset College 6 – 2
Drew to Paul Roos 2nd Team 2 – 2
Lost to Merrifield 4 – 6
Beat Bridgehouse 4 – 2
Beat Fairmont 10 – 2
Game cancelled against St Alban’s
Mr Harley Searle
Dave Pitcairn Cup
The St Andrew’s College U14A Water
Polo side flew down to Cape Town last
week to take part in the Dave Pitcairn
Cup. This tournament is comprised
of some of the top U14 boys schools
across the country.

The results were as followed,
Day 1:
St Andrew’s 1-6 Bishops
St Andrew’s 7-4 SACS
St Andrew’s 5-10 Grey.
Day 2:
St Andrew’s 8-6 Reddam
St Andrew’s 2-7 Rondebosch
Day 3:
St Andrew’s 3-5 Paul Roos
St Andrew’s 3-4 Wynberg
Quarter-finals:
St Andrew’s 3-5 Grey
Mr Matt Standley

Well done to all the boys as they put
in some fantastic team performances
towards the end of the tournament.
The team could have won all three of
their final matches if it wasn’t for minor
discipline issues in the pool, that let
them down.
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